REFTUX ESOPHAGITIS
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What does this mean to me?

What is it?
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Reflux esophagitis
inflammation of the esophagus
(swallowing tubg) caused by
acid.backirlg up from the
stomach into the esophagus
and irritating it. This can cause
heaftburn, difficult or painful
swallowing, hoarseness, or
bleeding. lt can also lead to
narrowing of the esophagus.
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Whatts my goal in treatment?

The goal of treatment is to keep stomach acid and other
irritating
substances out of the esophagus. Treatment allows healing
of the
damaged esophagus and prevents furlher damage.

What steps can I take to feel better?

Turn the page for simpre rifestyre change suggestions.
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Some patients find that some or all of the following suggestions are
helpful in reducing or preventlng reflux. Consult with your doctor to
determine which of these measures may be appropriate for you.
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Reflux Esophagitis - Patient lnstructions
1.
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Bed Blocks
Elevate the head of your bed 2-6
rnches with wood blocks or
brrcks. Using extra pillows is
NCT a good substitute. Use ol a
foam wedge beneath the upper
half of the body is an alternative.

2. Avoid

Foods That Cause
Your Symptoms
Foods to avoid are: spicy and
fatty foods, tomato and citrus
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orange juices), chocolate, mints,
coffee, tea, colas, and alcoholic
Deveraoes,
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Do Not Lie Down tor 2
Hours After Eating
Allow gravity to work. Also,
avoid bendirrg over at the waist
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4, Stop Srnoking
lf you cannot stop, decreasing
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5. Limit Coffee
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Limit coffee to 2-3 cups pef
Limiting consumptron c'
other caf{eine-contain rn g
beveraoes (tea soft O',"<s
may also be helpful
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6. Avoid Tight Clothing
Tioht
troht nants f,"
'.Y,,. belts
""'
girdles can inc'ease the
pressure on the abdomen

7. Antacids
I

Antacrds can be take^ at
bedtime and 30-60 mrnutes
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Eat Smaller Meals

Don t overlill your storylaci-

9.

Maintain Your ldeal
Weight

Excess werght Increases '- e
amount of pressure constant y
tlaced on vour Stomacn Evesmall amounts of wergnt oss
may help

